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What’s On in

If you wish to know the times of regular meeting

1 Sunday

National Trust Events
£5. Booking essential for both events
01694 723680
Church Stretton town walk. 10.00am
Carding Mill Valley history walk 2.00pm

See Page 22

Gala Lunch
To celebrate the Royal Wedding
Booking essential
12.30pm for 1.00pm HB VH

2 Monday
RNLI

Clywedog Sailing Club
Family Open Day in aid of RNLI,
11.00am-4.00 pm Llyn Clywedog

See Page 22

Little Stretton Village Hall
Plant Sale, tea and cakes.
Donations of plants welcome.
Further details from 723627
2.00-4.00pm LS VH

3 Tuesday

Mothers’ Union
Sarah Wildblood speaking on her youth work
in the parish
2.30pm Owen Room, Parish Centre

4 Wednesday
U3A

Norman Dewis on ‘Jaguar – the making of a
legend’
2.00pm Mayfair

Methodist Network group
Rev Hazel Ratcliffe
2.30pm Methodist Church Hall

5 Thursday

NT Red Grouse Project
Observation Day
7.10pm, Meet at Pole Cottage Car Park (OS
Grid Reference SO413937)

Photo: Yvonne Beaumont
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On in the Strettons in May

3

gular meetings of societies and groups, please consult the list of societies and their contacts in the yellow pages.

6 Friday

Country Market
9.15-11.45am Mayfair

Prayers for Peace
Drop in any time between 10.00am and
4.00pm St Laurence’s Church

7 Saturday

Rotary Club/Stroke Association
Stroke Awareness Day
10am-4.00pm Market Square

See Page 38

Long Mynd Archers Open Day
Come along and have a go!
10.00am and 1.00pm Archery Field

10 Tuesday

Methodist Wives and Friends
Wenlock Edge NT, Guided walk by Peter Carty
6.30pm Meet at Methodist Hall

Church Stretton Women’s Institute
Resolutions for the national AGM
7.15pm SHI

11 Wednesday

Methodist Network group
Anna Ireland – Guide Centenary
2.30pm Methodist Church Hall

Rotary Club of Church Stretton
Open Evening
7.00pm Longmynd Hotel

See Page 17

See Page 38

LibDem Annual Plant Sale

Strettons Art Society

10am Catholic Church car park

See Page 11
May Fayre

Music, Maypole Dancing
Entertainment, Stalls
11.00am-3.00pm Mayfair Centre

See Page 23

8 Sunday

Walk In Aid of Afghan Heroes
Lower Wood, Pole Bank, CS, Caradoc Lower
Wood. Register by text/call Lisa Ryan or
email info@hollycottagechurchstretton.co.uk.
10.30am Holly Cottage, Lower Wood

Bluebell Walk/Run
Proceeds to Lingen Davies Cancer Unit.
9.00am registration in Scout Hut on Church
Street. See SF April issue or phone Phil Harris
07970 719746
E100 Series
6.00pm Methodist Church Hall

See Page 24

CS and Shropshire Cancer Care
Roger Wilson – A Cancer Patient Representative in the NHS
2.30pm Mayfair

See Page 29

Flicks in the Sticks Church Stretton
‘Up in the Air’ Tickets £4 (£2 u-16).
7.30pm CS School

See Page 42
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‘The King’s Speech’ Tickets £4.
7.30pm HB VH

See Page 42

12 Thursday

NT Red Grouse Project
Observation Day
7.15pm, Meet at Pole Cottage Car Park (OS
Grid Reference SO413937)

13 Friday

Country Market
9.15-11.45am Mayfair

14 Saturday

Friends of St Laurence’s Church
Annual Coffee Morning
10.00am-12.00 noon Parish Centre

See Page 17

Concert: Shropshire Wind Ensemble
and Guests in aid of Mayfair Community
Centre
12:30pm CS Methodist Church

See Page 23

Stretton Choral Society
British Choral Music
Tickets £8 and £3 (Children)
7.30pm CS School

Area Meeting at Sundorne

All Stretton Women’s Institute
Janet Boult – Iris Card Folding
All welcome
7.30pm AS Village Hall

19, 20, 21 Thursday-Saturday
The Dorrington Players present
‘Spygame’ A Comedy Thriller
7.30pm SHI

See Page 37

20 Friday

Country Market
9.15-11.45am Mayfair

Morgan & West
Time Travelling Magicians
£8 adults/£4 conc./£24 family and friends
(2 adults + 3 conc.)
7.00pm SpArClife, Bishops Castle

21 Saturday

RSPB Craven Arms Branch
Wildlife walk at Dudmaston (NT)
10.00am Meet at NT car park

See Page 34

Rushbury and Cardington WI
Grand Dinner Licensed bar
Music by Harpist, Eleri Lloyd Tickets: £12.50
7.00pm for 7.30pm. Rushbury VH

See Page 34

Ticklerton Folk Dance
For further information 01694 722418
Please bring food to share.
8.00 pm till late Ticklerton VH

22 Sunday

World Nordic Walking Day
Call 01694 724293 to book your place

See Page 42

24 Tuesday

The Strettons Civic Society
Annual General Meeting and public meeting.
All welcome
7.30pm SHI See Page 35

25 Wednesday

Methodist Network group
Helen Salmon
2.30pm Methodist Church Hall

continued on next page
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9 Monday

Flicks in the Sticks Hope Bowdler

Methodist Network group
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Methodist Church

Illustrating buildings - Susie Church
7.00-9.00pm CS School

17 Tuesday
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4 What's On in May,
continued

27 Friday

Country Market
9.15-11.45am
Mayfair

Senior Citizens’ Club
Cookery: simple and easy meals
2.30pm URC Hall

28 Saturday

CS and District Stroke Group
Jumble Sale
Entry 50p includes tea and coffee.
12 noon–3.00pm Parish Centre

See Page 24
National Trust

The fourth annual Duck races!! with Stretton
Climate Care.
Drop in between 11:00am and 4:00pm.

See Page 22

June 1 Wednesday
National Trust

Bush Craft with NT Rangers. For 13+
Cost £10. Booking essential 723680.
10:00am - 2:00pm

See Page 22

2 Thursday

Health Forum
6.00pm CS School

See Page 4

3 Friday

Country Market
9.15-11.45am
Mayfair

Help to Shape the New NHS Locally

P

lease come along to the next Health Forum to be held on Thursday
2nd June in Church Stretton School at 6.00pm (with tea/coffee
from 5.30pm), to share your ideas on how you would like local
health services to develop over the next five years. This meeting is being
hosted by the Church Stretton Health & Social Care Partnership,
which was formed after the last Health Forum in January 2009. This
Partnership brings together all the local professional, private and
voluntary services in health and social care, including principally the
local GPs, Mayfair and the Town Council. The Partnership is backing
the ambitious plans of the Mayfair Trustees to transform the redundant
Clinic on Easthope Road into a multi-purpose Health and Well-Being
Centre to help meet the growing health and social care needs of our
community.
However, the Partnership has wider objectives to influence the
way that the pending major changes in the NHS and social care are
implemented locally, based on its commitment to integrate more
effectively the working of professional staff and community volunteers.
Over the coming months, the GPs in Shropshire will be forming
themselves into a new body to purchase directly the majority of health
services. Here in South-West Shropshire, we are fortunate in having
some go-ahead GPs, who are keen to base their purchasing on a shared
understanding of the ever changing priorities of local communities.
This Forum provides the opportunity to begin that dialogue and will
help to ensure that the new arrangements are set off in the right direction.
The meeting will start with a short briefing on the Partnership’s progress
to date and on the wider national changes, before our local GP, Dr. Sal
Riding, outlines the developing plans of local GPs and the role she will
play in establishing the new arrangements. We aim to have a speaker on
local Public Health priorities as well, before focussing on what matters
most to local patients and on how you can get involved locally.
As health needs and expectations continue to increase beyond the
state funding available, so it will be important that we, as individuals
and communities, find improved ways of helping ourselves and others
to stay as healthy as possible. Such is the commitment to volunteering in
our community, that we are well placed to pioneer new ways of working
together, as the Partnership has already started to demonstrate.
Health and well-being matter to all of us. So, come along and join in
the dialogue on June 2nd.
Anne Gee, Chair,
Church Stretton Health & Social Care Partnership
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Station Owls

I

f you haven’t needed to catch a train recently, you may not have had
occasion to visit the station … which would mean that you haven’t
yet caught a glimpse of our latest addition to the station gardens. A
pair of magnificent owls have been carved in the trunk of an old tree –
one facing the platform and the other facing station approach.
The Church Stretton Area Tourism Group (CSATG) commissioned
local wildlife sculptor Dave Bytheway to ‘do something’ with the tree
trunk – (I thought a couple of hobbits might be nice but Dave decided
on the owls – which on reflection, was probably the right decision!) He
completed the whole job in just a few hours and watching him work was
an amazing experience. He doesn’t appear to hesitate – just gets straight
in there and produces almost instantaneous and extremely lifelike
results. (You know how owls appear to have this amazing capacity to
follow you with their eyes without moving a muscle – well this pair do
precisely that !)
Visitors who arrive in Church Stretton by train, and travellers just
passing through, cannot fail to notice these magnificent creatures. Who
knows… it may even start a new trend at station gardens throughout
Shropshire?
CSATG
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Walks proclaimed

South Shropshire Rambles

ould you walk 500 miles and walk 500 more?
The Proclaimers would and so would Church
Stretton Festival walkers who have notched up
nearly 6,000 miles – in the past three years alone. The four
day event strides on with bookings already promising to
reach new summits for this year’s Festival which runs from
Thursday, June 2 to Sunday, June 5.
Walk Leader, Trevor Halsey explains: “We cater for all
abilities – not just the serious walkers, so there are pleasant
half day
walks of six
miles right
through
to more
strenuous
routes of
12.5miles.
What
people really
love is the
atmosphere
and the all absorbing views – so compelling that troubles and
thoughts of everyday life drift from the shoulders as the feet
march on.
“This year’s theme is ‘walk back in time’ – we really want
people to forget today’s pressured life and relax in the lovely
hills around the town where there are few people and few
indications even of modern life. It is amazing how many
visitors tell us that they simply relax when they get onto the
Shropshire Hills, away from their daily lives, away from the
phone and busy roads. That’s when you can begin to imagine
you’ve walked back in time to find what life was like half a
century ago.
“The call of the buzzard or the skylark, the occasional
bleating of lambs seeking their mothers to break the silence
of our hills, just as it would have been as people made their
way from home to market town, with the only transport
available – two feet, and of course they took the most direct
route across the hills, ” says Trevor.
What is unique about the Festival – is that you don’t
even have to bother your head about the route, unless you
want to map read. Simply follow and enjoy the company.
The walk leaders relish the opportunity to introduce
newcomers to the Shropshire Hills, because they know from
past experience how much others have enjoyed the Festival.
Time in town
And with more than 100 walkers in town over the four
days – the town inevitably benefits too. The estimate is that
each walker averages some 16 miles – suggesting that they
are likely to spend some time in the town too; either buying
sandwiches before leaving, or sinking into a chair with a
chilled wine or beer on their return. It is also a time when
walkers stock up on essential kit, sticks, boots etc.
Though we know some are local, some people visit
from away and they not only require accommodation which
gets very booked up during the festival, but also they like
to explore what else the town has to offer; that all has to
be good for the economy and therefore good for Church
Stretton.
If you would like to know more about the
walks, call Trevor on 01694 724268 or visit www.
churchstrettonwalkingfestival.co.uk
Joy Fox, CSATG Publicity Officer

ello walkers in the Strettons and South Shropshire.
Come and join our friendly group in May - all free,
no obligation, except to wear walking boots and wet
wear. Bring a bite to eat with a drink. Sorry no dogs.
We have five short walks all starting at 10.30 am, and four
long walks all at 10.00 am. All on Sundays, as follows:
Short walks
May 1st Gillian Mortimer (01584 877017) leads a seven
mile walk over High Cullis & Mortimer trail - some hills,
from Blackpool Car Park, Mortimer Forest.
Explorer map 203. Grid Reference 497 717.
May 8th David Morgans (01694 724988) leads a six mile
walk over Bircher Common and Croft Ambrey from Croft
Castle National Trust Car Park. Exp. map 203 GR 452 657.
May 15th John & Jayne Grant (01564 873094) lead a seven
and a half mile walk over the Hopesay Hill area - lovely
views, From Craven Arms Discovery Centre.
Exp. map 217 GR 436 826
May 22nd Joy Nisbet (01694 722512) leads a five mile
walk from Much Wenlock Priory Car Park. Starting at the
picturesque Priory along gently undulating paths.
Exp. 242 GR. 624 001.
May 29th Joanna Heathorn (01584 660237) leads a six mile
walk from roadside parking in Hopesay village. A hilly walk
to Kempton and Edgton. Exp. 217 GR 391 833.
Long Walks
May 1st Joanna Heathorn (01584 660237) leads a ten mile
walk from Craven Arms Discovery Centre Car Park over
View Edge & Onibury. Hills and Woods.
Exp. 217/203 GR 433 828.
May 8th Ursula Woodhouse (01584 781376) leads a nine
mile walk from roadside parking by Llynhellyn Pool on
A481 varied terrain. Steady pace.
Land Ranger 148 GR 582 165
May 15th Peter James (01588 640027) leads a ten mile walk
from Clun Memorial Hall around Clun - hilly.
Exp. 201 GR 302 811.
May 29th Anne Williams (01902 845214) leads a twelve
mile plus walk from Clun Memorial Hall - a very hilly walk
incorporating parts of Offas Dyke. Exp. 201 GR 302 811.
In adverse weather conditions please check with the
leader.
Joy Nisbet,
Chair South Shropshire Group of the Ramblers’ Association.
45 Shrewsbury Road, Church Stretton

Photo Quiz - Where is it?

Last month's photo
was taken outside a
Chinese restaurant
in Ambleside.
APRIL FOOL!
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Answer in next month’s Focus

May 2011
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Birdlife in Your Garden

The other favourite food of the Nuthatch, especially
f you are lucky, your garden may play host to the Nuthatch. in autumn and winter, when insects are in short supply,
are the seeds of various trees (particularly acorns, beech
If so, your property is likely to be well-timbered or close to
deciduous or mixed woodland. This bird is stocky, about the mast and hazel nuts). These may be wedged into crevices
size of a Great Tit, steely-blue above and reddish-buff below with in tree bark and hammered with the bill to gain access
to the tasty interior. This can be a noisy operation and
a striking black eye-stripe, a short tail and a chisel-like bill, as
is often the reason your attention is drawn to the bird
when walking in Rectory Woods and similar woodlands.
Indeed, the second part of the bird’s common name is
derived from the Middle English hak which means to
chop or hack. Nuthatches also ‘cache’ seeds for future use
by burying them or hiding them in crevices, a behaviour
that may result in an unexpected crop of sunflowers
in spring as not all cached seeds are found and eaten.
Nuthatches hold their territories all year, perhaps to
maintain ownership of their food cache resources, and
are extremely aggressive in its defence. The young are
expelled from the territory after fledging to find their
own territories nearby but the adults are very sedentary.
A short, big-headed, “neckless” bird with a blue-grey back, red-brown
Nuthatches are reported by garden birdwatchers in
underparts, a black eye-stripe and long, pointed bill, the Nuthatch is
unlikely to be confused with other garden species (Photo: Chris Bradley, about a third of all gardens in Shropshire, which is well
BTO Library)
over twice the rate for the UK as a whole. Breeding starts
shown on the accompanying pictures. The sexes are very similar in late April. Nest sites are holes in trees, especially old
woodpecker nests and cavities created when a tree sheds a
but males tend to be more strongly coloured below. Nuthatch
branch: they do not excavate their own nest site but will
behaviour when feeding is quite distinctive as they are the only
modify existing holes that are too large by plastering mud
British bird to routinely work down trees head-first. They have
around the entrance to reduce it to exactly the size (about
strong feet and legs and can hang upside down (often doing so
three centimetres or 1.2 in.) to admit the female, who
incubates the six to nine eggs. The nest cavity is lined
with bark and dead leaves and may be lined with mud.
Nuthatches are less frequent users of nestboxes than
many other cavity-nesting birds, such as tits, but may
modify the entrance, and cement the lid down, when
they do.
Nuthatches are quite easy to see and identify. No
other garden bird is similar in appearance, they are active
and noisy and their numbers are increasing in the UK.
Look out for one in your garden!
John Arnfield

I

The author is British Trust for Ornithology
Ambassador for the Garden BirdWatch (GBW) scheme
in southern Shropshire and is available to speak to local
on peanut feeders, of which they are fond) and shuffle sideways organizations on GBW, as well as answering questions
in small leaps around a tree trunk. When flying from tree to tree, on garden birds and feeding. If you are interested in
joining GBW, why not request a free three-week ‘taster’
they usually land half way up or higher and work downwards,
often rather erratically but nimbly, seeking insects and spiders in pack? Please contact John on (01694) 724 170 or at
arnfield.2@osu.edu to give it a go!
the bark.

7

No other British bird regularly moves and feeds head down like
the Nuthatch (Photo: John Godfree, BTO Library)
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Mulch the borders if you have the compost or leaf
mould, if not shredded bark will be useful to retain
moisture and suppress weed growth. If you planted bare
rooted specimens earlier in the year, water them to avoid
any drying out.
Young plants of runner beans, French beans and
courgettes can be put out, but have fleece handy if late
frosts are forecast.
Hanging baskets can be planted up, but keep them
in the greenhouse until the end of the month. Try
sowing a few special annuals for late autumn colour,
cineraria and schizanthus can look spectacular in a
greenhouse.
Ron Dapling, Church Stretton and District Gardening Club

StRETTON FOCUS

H

opefully the weather will not spring too many
unpleasant surprises this month. There are plenty
of tasks to tackle, but this is a beautiful period with
new growth and flowers in abundance, so just pause now
and again, look carefully at the blossoms and appreciate the
garden; it need not be hard work all the time. However, with
the risk of frost declining, harden off tender plants in cold
frames or under protection of cloches before planting out.
The lawn will need a cut or so, but don’t set the cutters
too low and a treatment of ‘Weed, Feed and Moss killer’
can be applied. It will also be an advantage to spray early
growth of roses with a fungicide against black spot. Make
sure that the brassicas are netted to prevent the cabbage white
butterflies laying their eggs.

May 2011
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Dear Editors . . .

A sign of the times

Town Twinning

Matterhorn View
Kirche Stra’stadt
Switzerland
April 2011
Greetings to the Mayor of Church Stretton.
t was with much kindness that I took receipt of your
excellent periodical called ‘The Stretton Focus’. It
pleases me greatly to know that our proposals in Kirche
Stra’stadt to send a new Swiss built Chalet Pavilion to your
doorstep have received a warm welcome. English people are
very kind; we have many here in our country, having what
they call ‘A bloody good time’. An English expression, Yes?
My son Willelm is looking excitedly to visiting Church
Stretton and will be, how do you say it? ‘transporting’ his
alpine horn for taking the height of Long Mynd. Why is it
called ‘long’? Maybe it will not have the correct height, in
which case we cannot be friends with Church Stretton. What
a pity that will be.
My friend, let me not be hasty, all may be resolved in good
time. The new Chalet pavilion is going to be very high,
so perhaps that will pass my son’s 100 alpine horns height
test. I have the fingers on both hands crossed. You see, I do
understand you English!
With my affection and regards
Willelm the first.
Mayor of Kirche Stra’stadt.

I

Another view of Turkey
accept Janet Longstaff ’s criticism
(April Focus) that I know nothing
of Turkey. But if she will re-read my
letter she will see that I carefully avoided
mentioning Turkey (apart from the
Armenian massacres, where she agrees
with me). I merely listed the freedoms
enjoyed in the EU. If her Turkish friends
already subscribe to these, I am glad.
However, this correspondence began
with a letter praising Islam, which I felt was starry-eyed,
ignoring the obvious, namely the rise of aggressive Islamic
fundamentalism (beheadings of Westerners as I write), and
from that Turkey is not immune. For example, in 1955 Islamic
Misuse of intelligence
ccording to recent research, 7 million years ago our
mobs destroyed 73 Christian churches, as the police looked
ancestors lost several snippets of DNA, which
on. I could also cite the constant vandalising of Christian
accounts for our being different from apes. The
cemeteries, the huge bomb at the British Embassy, and death
missing parts stifle the growth of brain cells. One could
threats and a recent bomb aimed at the Patriarch, the ‘pope’ of
imagine that humans, being less swift than deer, less strong
the Orthodox Church. I would also draw attention to Turkey’s
than bulls and less agile than monkeys, needed a bigger brain ultra-nationalism, fuelling the present ‘dirty war’ against the
in order to survive.
Kurds, thousands of whom have been killed and their villages
Unfortunately, our reasoning ability has been misused.
bulldozed. I have been simply pointing out that membership
The invention of WMDs, which kill people en masse and
of the EU demands civilised behaviour.
David Hughes
indiscriminately, and the manufacture of chemicals, which
destroy the environment by pollution, and global warming, This correspondence is now closed - Eds
give us no cause to crow. Our science is meant to give us
more pleasure, more money, more power and less pain. As a
side-effect, it destroys God’s creation, of which we are part.
Churches Together in the Strettons
Religion could be the antidote to ‘bad science’; the word
Friday May 6th at St Laurence’s Church
comes from the Latin ‘religare; which means ‘to bind again’.
Drop in any time between 10am and 4pm
It is meant to reconnect us to God and his creation (ie the
Specific prayer requests this month by
environment and the whole of mankind).
United Reformed Church
By curbing our pride and greed, and teaching respect and
Queries please to Ruth Davies, phone 01694 724304
love, we may learn to use our brains for their original
purpose.
Simone Crawley
A Sad Story…
itting in the Medical Centre waiting room one day
in March, I was shocked to read on the Information
Screen that 238 people had not kept their
appointments at the Centre in the month of February.
We are very fortunate to have such a good Medical Centre in
Church Stretton. It is always very busy and it is sometimes
difficult to book an appointment with your chosen doctor.
With so many people missing their appointments this may
be one of the main reasons why.
I hope this letter reaches some of the right people…….please
pick up the phone!
A sad Doris Cooper.

S
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T

hese photographs of signs were
taken at the junction of Church
Street and Church Way, two small
one way roads that skirt St Laurence’s
Church. In fact, there are in total eight
signs telling motorists not to turn left at
this one small junction. I mention this
because Church Stretton seems to have
gone sign crazy. The very latest being a
series of 20mph signs, double posted on
every road that comes into the centre
of town, horrible objects, quite out of
character and, to me, a waste of time and
money. Nor are they effective, as cars and
lorries are still speeding down Sandford
Avenue and the High Street in the same
David Owen
old way.

I

A
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Prayers for Peace
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Church Stretton Town Council - Community Matters

Trivia Corner No 90
by Ken Willis
1. Which range of hills lie along the English –
Scottish border?
2. The Cauldron Snout is the name of England’s
highest what?
3. In which UK city is the Millennium Stadium?
4. In which London Underground station did
fire break out in 1987?
5. Which is England’s smallest cathedral city?

LibDem Plant Sale

T

he eagerly anticipated Annual LibDem Plant Sale
will be held on Saturday 7th May from 10am
in the Catholic Church car park, (by the traffic
lights), Church Stretton. Come early to have the best
choice of annuals, perennials, shrubs, bedding plants, and
much more.
Lesley Douglas
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to the Deputy First Minister regarding the trains and to
Shropshire Council concerning the buses. CSTC maintains
that as public transport is aimed at reducing carbon
emission, to reduce the level of service is a step in the wrong
direction.
Local Charities Day 2011
A reminder that this year’s event is on Saturday 7th May in
the Square. So far the following charities have signed up:
RNLI; Rotary Club; Stretton Trade Craft; Rose Cottage Cat
Rescue; Greyhound Rescue; Longmynd Adventure Camp;
Phoenix International Charity; Local Paramedics; Tear Fund/
St Laurence’s; Shropshire Air Ambulance; Save the Children;
Breast Cancer; Animal Samaritans; Mayfair.
Royal Mail
Some residents continue to express concern about the
service we are getting locally (ie delivery times, the collection
of parcels etc). Before the Town Council can make any
comment on this, it would appreciate feedback from
residents in order to be able to produce evidence to Royal
Mail. If you have had a problem, please contact the Town
Council office with details.
Planning Issues
Full details of decisions and current planning applications
can be viewed in the Council Office window at 60
High Street and on the Town Council website (www.
churchstretton.co.uk) or at www.shropshire.gov.uk
Mrs Christine Harvey, Town Clerk
Cllr Tom Beaumont, Town Councillor
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Silvester Horne Community project
The project is moving forward. The heating contract has
been finalised and awarded. The plans for the extension have
been submitted for Building Regulation approval before
being sent out to local builders who have expressed an
interest in tendering for the work.
The Indoor Market held in March was a great success,
raising nearly £600 for the Institute refurbishment fund.
In order to keep the interest in this project forefront of
peoples’ minds, a Programme of Events Group has been set
up (comprising of users of the SHI and Trustees) which will
schedule regular fund raising events to promote the SHI,
complement existing hirings and help boost the restoration
fund.
Town Enhancement Scheme
SC has now completed the pedestrian platform at the
Easthope Road/Sandford Avenue junction, introduced a
20mph speed limit in the town and will shortly be installing
the cycle racks and a coach drop-off point. The two hour
waiting restriction in the Square is also imminent (subject to
the issue/approval of a Traffic Regulation Order).
Further consultation will be taking place regarding
whether any further work is needed, including discussions
on the more controversial aspects of the original scheme
which have not been carried out due to lack of consensus in
the town. The Town Council is committed to ensuring that
any future consultations are widespread, all-inclusive and
transparent.
Street Lighting – Energy Reduction Pilot Scheme
Due to concerns expressed by residents, before taking this
scheme forward the Town Council has arranged to meet
with them to discuss their worries in order to see if any
compromise can be reached which is acceptable to the
majority.
Easthope Road toilets
It is hopeful that on reading this article, the toilets in
Easthope Road will have been passed to the Town Council
from Shropshire Council. Unfortunately there was a slight
hiccough in getting them transferred on 1st April as planned,
but negotiations have taken place to ensure they remain
open on a skeleton service until the final transfer takes place.
Website Mark III
Since finalising the contract for upgrading to Mark III, the
Town Council has agreed to form a Community Interest
Company (CIC) with the Area Tourism Group as equal
stakeholders. This CIC is tasked with managing and
maintaining the new community website.
Draft Sustainable Design Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) (Part One)
Shropshire Council has produced this paper which includes
information on the new Infrastructure Levy which is now
imposed on all new builds. CSTC expressed concern to SC
that the rural infrastructure levy had the potential to act as a
deterrent to rural development and urged SC to review this
after 12 months and also requested that CSTC is involved in
the decision making process for the allocation of the levy in
this area.
Fair Trade Town
CSTC has agreed to support the request that Church Stretton
bids to become the fifth Fair Trade Town in Shropshire.
Trains and Bus timetables
CSTC has strongly opposed the cut backs proposed for both
the train and bus services. It has written in strong terms
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Recipe of the Month

What is a Christian?
t the time of the 2011 Census, there was a
lot of debate as to which box many should
tick concerning their faith. About a third of the
world’s population and about 70% of the UK claim to be
Christian. Is this genuine?
The main definition of a Christian through history has
been someone who declares Jesus is Lord. This goes back
to scriptures such as: “...if you confess with your mouth
‘Jesus is Lord’ and believe in your heart that God raised
Him from the dead, you will be saved.” (Romans 10:9). At
that time, if you confessed Jesus was Lord, not Caesar, you
could be thrown to the lions, so it was no idle statement! So
the precise wording did not matter but the meaning most
certainly did. Martyrdom was liable to await those who said
Jesus was Lord. Caesar was meant to be divine, so saying
Jesus was God might invoke a death penalty, as it has done
over the centuries up to and including today, in many parts
of the world.
Calling on the name of the Lord meant calling on the
person of Jesus and trusting Him for eternal life. By being
Lord, He is able to save us from the consequences of our
wrongdoing. So people over the years have talked about
taking Jesus as Saviour and Lord, which has always been
the basis of the baptismal promises. A Christian is therefore
someone who invokes the risen Jesus as their Lord and trusts
for salvation.
Once someone has experienced this they will want to
share it with others! It would be my privilege to do so at any
time!
Richard Hill

A Special Toasted Sandwich
y apologies for leaving two of the ingredients
out of the mix last month but I am sure that you
would have all spotted my error and mixed them
in anyway. This month’s recipe is a really tasty sandwich and
is good for a lunchtime snack.

A

M

Ingredients: (for each sandwich)
butter (softened)
a loaf of multigrain bread
1 tbsp barbeque sauce
1 tbsp mayonnaise
2 slices sharp Cheddar cheese
2 tbsp cooked crumbled bacon
¼ of an avocado thinly sliced
Method:
For each sandwich, spread the
butter on two thick slices of the
bread. Place one slice, butter
down, in a heavy hot frying
pan. Spread the slice with half
of the mayonnaise, half of the sauce and one slice of cheese.
Sprinkle with the crumbled bacon and avocado slices.
Top with second slice of cheese and spread the remaining
mayonnaise and sauce on the other bread slice. Place the
slice, butter up, on top. Cook in the heated frying pan for 2
minutes then turn it over and cook the other side until the
cheese has melted. Enjoy.
‘Her Ladyship’

Established in Church Stretton in 1972

WRIGHTS
(Principal: Stuart Wright FNAEA)

ESTATE AGENTS AND VALUERS
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• Residential and Commercial Sales
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• Free Valuations (sale purposes)
Branch Agents for leading
UK Building Society
www.wrightschurchstretton.co.uk
Email: sales@wrightschurchstretton.co.uk
32 SANDFORD AVENUE
CHURCH STRETTON, SY6 6BW
Tel: 01694 722237 Fax: 01694 724324
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Parents’ Corner

May Events for families
Sunday 1st
The fourth annual Duck races !
Come and race a Duck along the stream in Carding Mill
Valley, with Stretton Climate Care. Prizes for every race.
Help the community become more aware of issues to do
with climate change. Drop in between 11am and 4pm. 50p
per race

17
Sunday and Monday 29th and 30th
May Steam Gala at Telford Steam Railway,
The Old Loco Shed, Bridge Road, Horsehay, Telford TF4
2NF
Demonstration freight workings, making use of stock not
normally seen in use on public days. Guided viewing of the
new station site will be available
For more info see www.telfordsteamrailway.co.uk
Potato Painting Craft Project
You will need: a nice firm potato, a sharp knife (or craft
knife), a pencil, some poster or tempera paint in a tinfoil
dish, paper or card to print on, and some coloured crayons.
 Cut the potato in half and dry it with some paper towel.
 Then draw a simple shape on it. Hearts, Xs, and circles
work well.
 Use the knife to cut away the potato around the drawing,
so that you are left with a 1/3 inch raised design.
 Blot the potato with some paper towel again, then dip
the raised design into your paint and stamp it onto the
paper.
 Repeat the process until you have the desired design.
The stamps can be arranged to form a pattern or
a flower or house. You can add additional detail with
coloured crayons, eg two stamped circles could become
two balloons, just by drawing in the strings.
 Leave the painting to dry & wash your hands!

Come and have a go!
Long Mynd Archers are hosting an open
day on Saturday 7th May 2011.
Venue: Archery Field, New House Farm,
Church Stretton, SY6 7JH
Time: Two sessions, 10.00-12.00 and
13.00-15.00hrs
Cost: Adults £8.00 - Children £6.00
Training and Equipment provided
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Friends of St Laurence’s
Church Coffee Morning

Our annual Coffee Morning
will be held on Saturday 14th
May in the Parish Centre from
10.00am – 12.00 noon.
There will be a range of stalls
including cakes, preserves,
plants, Fair Trade, tombola and books. Please
come and join us for coffee.
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Long Mynd Archers Open Day

Emma Alston
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Saturday 7th
Freehand Theatre - Who’s Been Sitting in My Chair?
For everyone who can count to three - especially if you’re
aged 3 to 7! A playful and musical interpretation of a well
known tale - with porridge and bears and one two three
chairs. A tale that’s not too big and not too small but just
right. 3pm . Adults £6/ child £4
Farlow & Oreton Village Hall, Oreton DY14 0TS (just
north of Cleobury Mortimer). For more info www.artsalive.
co.uk
Saturday and Sunday 14th and 15th
Shropshire Truck Show at Oswestry Showground
Hundreds of trucks on display, plus the regions finest truck
awards
More: www.shropshiretruckshow.co.uk
Friday 20th
Morgan and West: Time Travelling Magicians
Victorian Magic duo Morgan & West travel 100 years
into the future to present baffling magic, unparalleled
precognitive powers and a totally genuine ability to travel
through time. 5 star reviews and Edinburgh Fringe Sell
Out Show 2009 and 2010. No future is left unforeseen, no
timeline left unaltered as this pair of temporal tricksters burst William’s joke of the month
into the 21st century with their trademark mixture of magic, Q - Why did the banana go to the Doctor’s?
A - Because it wasn’t peeling very well.
wit and whimsy. 7pm . £8/£4
For more info www.artsalive.co.uk
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Alien Spacecraft Over the Strettons?

U

FOs are back in the news again.
If the net is anything to go
by, the release of UFO files
by the National Archives is going to
produce the usual remarkable debate
over sightings, visitations, abductions
and ancient astronauts. Are we really
one day going to look up at the Long
Mynd or Caer Caradoc (or even Hope
Bowdler) and see an alien spacecraft
hovering over them? How about
a rational article on the subject by
someone possessing at least a modicum
of knowledge of astronomy and physics?
If we are to believe that at least
some UFO sightings are of ‘alien’
origin, ie the product of an alien
technological civilisation, then there
are many questions that need to be
answered. For a start where do they
come from? We now know enough
about our own Solar System to discount
the existence of any other technological
civilisation within it. Any alien life, if it
exists, will be primitive to say the least,
and quite unable to build spaceships.
So, that leaves the stars and their
planets, a fact that raises even more
questions.
As I said, spaceships require a
technological civilisation. What are the
chances of one arising on the planets
of other stars? In 1960 American
astronomer Frank Drake came up with
an ‘equation’ which at least offered
some realistic guidelines. He brought
within his equation a number of
factors: the type of star involved (is
it too hot, too cool, too short-lived);
the probability of planets (bearing in
mind they are too far away to be seen
directly); the probability of Earth-like
planets (i.e. ruling out the idea that
giant gas planets like Jupiter could
produce civilisations); the probability
of the planets being at the correct
distance from the star to avoid being
fried or frozen; the probability of
life developing; the probability of
a technological civilisation arising,
and finally the probability of such a
civilisation lasting a very long time
rather than destroying itself early on.
I should add that it is always
assumed that life will be carbon-based.
Carbon is by far the most common
element in the Universe capable of
forming the molecules of life.
Isaac Asimov, using the Drake
equation, and making very conservative
assumptions, came up with a figure of
500,000 technological civilisations in
our Galaxy at the present time.
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That’s a heck of a lot, you might
say. But in fact, given the size of the
Galaxy, it means an average separation
between such civilisations of 650 light
years. And Asimov wrote his book in
1974. We have learned a great deal
more about some of the factors in the
Drake equation since then, and my
belief is that if dear Isaac were alive
today he would come up with a far
lower figure. He might even say that
civilisations are exceptionally rare, or
even that we are unique.

'. . . light travels at
the pretty stupendous
speed of 670 million
miles per hour'
But, for arguments sake, let’s
take his 500,000 currently existing
civilisations figure as reasonable. The
next question that arises is; how ‘easy’
is it to travel between the stars; ie how
easy is it for their spaceships to reach
Earth from wherever they set out? Well,
however far away they are, they live
inside the same Universe as we do, and
so must be subject to the same laws
of physics. And those laws of physics
mean that travel between the stars is
incredibly difficult. It will be as difficult
for them to get to us, as for us to get
to them. So, let’s consider some of the
difficulties either of us would have to
face. For a start there is distance. The
nearest star (the Alpha Centauri system)
is 4.3 light years away. How far is that
in layman’s terms? Well, light travels
at the pretty stupendous speed of 670
million miles per hour. A light beam
would reach the moon in 1.3 seconds
(Apollo Xl took 3 days). It would take it
4.3 years to reach the nearest star giving
a distance of 25 million million miles.
Alright, we might just survive a
4.3 year journey inside a spacecraft (a
cosmonaut has already spent over a year
in a space station). But that assumes
we travel at the speed of light, and we
are nowhere near attaining that speed.
At our current maximum speed (say
25,000 mph) it would take 100,000
years to reach Alpha Centauri, ie several
ice ages will probably have come and
gone. And that is for the NEAREST
star. How about the 650 light years
between civilisations suggested by
Asimov?
Will the speed of light perhaps be
attained given a few more centuries of

development, or perhaps by a more
‘advanced’ civilisation? Well, somehow,
the energy requirements would have
to be overcome, and they are literally,
astronomical. To accelerate a large
spaceship to the speed of light might
well take all the energy currently
generated by our planet. Admittedly
a lower speed would make less drastic
energy demands, but that would come
at the cost of far longer journey times.
At 10% of the speed of light, the
nearest star would be reached in 43
years (taking no account of acceleration
and deceleration).
So, anyone who believes that
Earth is the Piccadilly Circus of the
Galaxy, visited by hundreds of alien
spacecraft each year, has got quite a
lot of explaining to do. And of course,
even if there are 500,000 technological
civilisations in the Galaxy, (and it is a
very big if...), why on Earth (or perhaps
‘on Galaxy’) would they all want to
visit an obscure planet in one corner
of it? We are nothing special. In fact,
if we assume (as Asimov does), that
the nearest such civilisation is 550
light years away, there is no way that
such a civilisation could know of our
existence yet. We have only ‘revealed
our existence’ to the Universe by
transmitting radio waves for just over
100 years. And as radio waves travel at
the speed of light, no one beyond 100
light years distance could have detected
us.
By any rational argument, the
chance of our being visited by even one
alien spacecraft is zero. But of course,
rationality rarely comes into such
arguments. For some, the speed of light
is a minor matter, easily surpassed by
some fantastic ‘space warp’. For some,
life may be far more common in the
Universe than I have suggested. Why
bother about such trivialities as carbonbased life when you could have beings
made of gas clouds, or built of stone,
or who live and prosper quite happily
on gas planets like Jupiter, breathing
hydrogen. I choose to take a more
hard-headed view, which is probably
why in nearly 50 years of observing
the sky, I have never seen anything
that remotely made me believe in alien
visitors. So, I must consign those alien
spacecraft over the Strettons to the
dustbin of astronomy and physics. But
I admit, it is not without a touch of
regret.
Norman Wallace, 01694-722016,
norman @wallaceorchard.com
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Good and Bad Religion

here’s good and bad in everything, even in religion.
So it’s necessary to know which is which. Lots
of people have been put off religion because of
what happened to them as children. It’s not surprising if
those who have been physically or sexually abused have
abandoned religion altogether. But there is also mental
abuse, to which religions are no stranger. Children have
been discouraged from thinking for themselves, by being
given so-called infallible teaching, which is not open to
question.
Bad religion hides under the pretext of having been
given Divine authority for what it says and does. Such
teaching cannot be questioned and is not open to change.
What is needed today is for all religions, whatever
name they are known by, to show the world that they are
‘good religions’. Here are some of the things I would be
looking for.

A good religion would allow people
the freedom to be themselves and think
their own thoughts. A good religion would
foster the values of openness, tolerance
and compassion: it would recognise truth wherever it came
from, and follow it to wherever it leads.
A good religion would be humble enough to change
its mind when its prejudices were exposed. And when its
ways of thinking about God were found to be obsolete,
they would be abandoned. A good religion would not be
afraid of rational thinking; nor of scientific analysis and
psychological insights, for these too are God’s gifts to us all
A good religion would simply point the way, without
being too prescriptive. It would put people first, believing
that if people are being led by the Spirit of goodness, truth
and love, they will eventually find the fulfilment which the
Creator has in mind.
Donald Horsfield

Percy’s Memories – ‘Four Gob Stoppers for a Penny’

R
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eference my last letter in Focus on the highest point on his bungalow,
from a shed attached to her house
January 2011, ‘Tudor versus
adjacent to which was a water tank.
at the entrance to the Batch Valley.
Tudor’, a wise man once quoted Attached to the pulley was a bucket.
The most vital and beneficial for All
to me ‘that a person who never made
When the wind blew this same bucket Stretton was the Post Office and sweet
a mistake never made anything’. I
would travel down and dip into the
shop. I have a photo copy to hand
hereby tender my apologies to Audrey pool, come back and deposit its load
showing Mr William Whittal standing
and Anne for not getting my facts
into the water tank, all by itself! Crazy, outside his shop next door to his home
right. They were born on 21st August but it worked.
‘Buxton Cottage’. Mr Whittal was
1930 not 1938 as quoted.
a railway signalman at Church
However this change of date
Stretton station – a position of
makes their experience even
trust and ability – so much so that
more remarkable. The number
a compatriot of his, Mr George
of All Stretton car owners in
Hurdley, was elected to serve as
the early 1930’s could have
a J.P. In those days social status
been counted on the fingers
tended to be a deciding factor!
of two hands. The presence
The driving force behind the
of the motorcycle provided a
tiny Post Office shop was William
cheaper and more convenient
Whittal’s wife, Cristabel (a lovely
mode of transport. Audrey and
name!). A notice on the shop
Anne were fortunate in respect
window stated ‘Don’t be late – we
of their father being a man of
close at 8’, she should have added,
many hidden talents. He was
‘or at any time to suit yourself!’
a leading member of a local
Cristabel was a person of no mean
musical group. A builder and an ‘Grandad William Whittal in railway uniform 1939’ ability, as a teacher and a driving
engineer, he attached a sidecar to his
Still with the 1930’s, before the
force behind all the social activities in
Norton motorcycle, travelling around introduction of that most destructive
All Stretton. She also had the patience
in the then quiet countryside, or even financial disaster was foisted upon
of Job. Anne Bartle recalls how she once
maybe, a ‘day trip to the sea’. Audrey
us, namely the credit card, families in
spent a long time on deciding how best
and Anne must have been the envy of general adhered to the Mr Micawber
to spend her weekly pocket money of a
all their school friends.
principle – income £1, spend 99p
single penny. Having failed to come to
Still in those days of self-help, make ‘content’, spend £1 plus 1p ‘insolvency’! a final decision she chose some sweets
do and mend, local amenity knew
A saving grace for small shops lay in and had one farthing change!
no bounds. Some 500 yards from the
the fact that retail prices were generally
Life has had its changes but within
twins’ home stood a bungalow named
the same wherever you shopped. All
‘The Strettons’ there is still a great sense
‘The Hollies’ occupied at one time by a Stretton was then serviced by an
of community spirit from the churches
clever and inventive gentleman named efficient, affable butcher namely Alf
and chapels, the schools, medical
Moses. Now Moses had no need to
Matthews, who was wont to describe
centre, Mayfair (side-by-side!) and that
strike a rock with his staff to raise water himself to his customers as a purveyor
wonderful taxi service ‘ring-and-ride’.
– there was plenty in the pool at the
of fine meat! The well-stocked Village
Best gift of all is to live and enjoy life
bottom of his garden! Moses installed
Stores were in the capable hands of the together in ‘The Strettons’.
a pulley system, powered by the energy resident owner Mr Green and family.
Percy Edward Tarbuck
generated from a windmill mounted
Mrs Ellis sold sweets and bric-a-brac
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SummerFest News

The Hadiyyah Belly Dance Group meets 7.00-8.00pm
every Tuesday evening in Mayfair. “Haddiyyah”
is the “gift” of dance. The emphasis is on fun
and socialising. It’s great for the soul and the
exercises use all the core muscles. Some of the
group perform and help raise funds for many
charities including a breast-screening charity for Egyptian
women.
Interested in joining? Angela Jones: Mayfair 722077
Shrewsbury Morris has been in existence for almost 35
years. The men’s team, Shrewsbury Bull and Pump, perform

dances based on traditional dances from the Welsh Borders
as well as Cotswold Morris dances and sword dances.
Shrewsbury lasses perform a variety of traditional dances,
including garland, handkerchief and short stick dances.
Shrewsbury Morris performs at many events and locations,
always dancing to live music. They practice every Thursday
evening at Sundorne School, Shrewsbury. New members
always welcome. www.shrewsburymorris.co.uk.

StRETTON FOCUS May 2011

2point0 Group is Matt Pearce (19) guitar and vocals, Rory
Smith (15) drums, and Steve Proctor (23) bass. We excel

in Ramones/Clash/Blink182 genre music and have been
writing and practising together for a few years now. The
band’s line-up was completed when Rory, who has been
playing drums for 7 years, joined them some months ago.
Contact 01694 724871
Full SummerFest programme available next month
SummerFest Enquiries Eileen Roberts 01694 724871
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National Trust Events
Sunday 1st May – Church Stretton town walk
A walk to examine the Edwardian development
of Church Stretton, led by local historian Alan
Brisbourne. (Repeated Sunday 3rd July 1.30pm).
10.00am – 1.00pm. Cost £5.
Booking essential 01694 723680.
Sunday 1st May – Carding Mill Valley history walk
A walk to look at the industrial history of Carding Mill
Valley, with local historian Alan Brisbourne. (Repeated
Sunday 3rd July 10.00am).
2.00pm – 4.30pm. Cost £5.
Booking essential 01694 723680.
Wednesday 11th May – The Natural History of Wenlock
Edge.
The first of six sessions between May and October exploring
the wildlife of Wenlock Edge.
10.00am – 1.00pm. Cost £50 for the series.
Booking essential 01694 723680.
See www.cardingmillvalley.org.uk for full details.
Saturday 28th May – The fourth annual Duck Race, with
Stretton Climate Care
Come and race a Duck along the stream in Carding Mill
Valley, with Stretton Climate Care. Prizes for every race. Join
in the fun with this local charity committed to helping the
community become more aware of issues to do with climate
change.
Drop in between 11.00am and 4.00pm. Cost 50p per race.
Booking not needed. Meet at the Chalet Pavilion, Carding
Mill Valley.
Wednesday 1st June – Bush Craft
A chance to learn basic survival skills with National Trust
Rangers. Suitable for children over the age of 13. (Other
dates – 10th August and 26th October.)
10:00am – 2:00pm. Cost £10.
Booking essential 01694 723680.

Day out at Clywedog
Sailing Club
Jill Turner-Jones, local
RNLI fundraiser, hopes
that the following event
may be of interest:
on Monday 2nd May
Clywedog Sailing Club will run a Family Open Day
in aid of RNLI, 11.00am to 4.00pm. They invite you
to try your hand at sailing at their delightful site, Llyn
Clywedog Reservoir.
Members will be on hand to give you a taste of the
sport in a variety of craft. Clywedog Cadets will be sailing
all day giving demonstrations and taster sails. They will
also have on hand their Sunbird Dinghies and Challenger
trimarans for the less able bodied people and wheelchair
users. Please bring spare clothing/towels etc. in case of
wet weather. Wetsuits/Buoyancy aids will be provided
by the Club for which there will be a small charge. Light
refreshments and snacks available all day.
Directions: 5 miles from Llanidloes, follow signs to dam
then Sailing Club. Enquiries: 01686 640305 or visit
www.clywedogsailing.org.uk
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Mayfair News
May Fayre – a reminder

Do come along and enjoy a day out for all
the family at the May Fayre which will take
place at the Mayfair Community Centre on
Saturday 7th May from 11.00am until 3.00pm.
Please see last month’s Stretton Focus for details,
which include maypole dancing, and a range of
entertainments and stalls – not forgetting refreshments!

Compassionate Communities (CoCo)

The Shropshire Wind Ensemble and Guests will be
giving a concert on Saturday 14th May at 12:30pm in
Church Stretton Methodist Church
The programme will include the following Mozart works:
Quintet for piano, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and horn - K 452
Trio for piano clarinet and viola - K 498 (Kegelstatt)

Country Market

Don’t forget the Country Market is open again, selling

cakes, pastries, marmalades, chutneys and much more. It
trades every Friday morning from 9.15am until 11.45am
in the Jubilee Room at Mayfair.

South Shropshire Walking for Health Scheme

The short community walks run through the Walking
for Health scheme continue to thrive in the Stretton area
and throughout South
Shropshire, thanks to a
team of dedicated volunteer
walk leaders. This coming
May a training and
information event for the
walk leaders is being held
at Walcot Hall, a private
country estate boasting one
of the finest Arboretums
in Britain. Speakers
include the Director of
Public Health, a national
expert on motivation and
a representative from the
Shropshire Hills AONB.
Lunch is also being
provided for the walk leaders and the event will finish off
with walks around the grounds.
Ian Pearmain - Walking for Health Coordinator
(South Shropshire)

New IT Courses
•

Beginners’ Computing for the over 50s. Wednesdays
from 4th May 1.15-3.15 pm for 6 weeks. £15
For those with little or no experience learn the basics of
Windows, create a document, surf the internet
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March 2011
£100 352		
£20 220		

£50 603
£10 50
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Concert in aid of Mayfair Community Centre

Improvers’ Computing for the over 50s. Starts
Monday 9th May 1.30-3.30 pm for 5 weeks. £12
For those with some experience this course includes
file management, downloading updates and programs,
keeping your computer running smoothly and working
with images.
For booking contact Mayfair Community Centre.
•

May 2011

Compassionate Communities (CoCo) was launched
in January last year when the Mayfair Community Centre
teamed up with the Severn Hospice for a ground breaking
community initiative. I have been lucky to have been
involved with the project since August 2010 when I was
appointed CoCo Co-ordinator as part of the Maysi (Mayfair
Supporting Independence) team.
So what is CoCo and how does it work?
It is about enabling and supporting people in our
community who are living with a long term illness or
condition to maintain their links and activities for as
long as they are able. The Church Stretton GPs have
been very supportive of the project and they, along with
other professional bodies, refer people to CoCo to enable
our volunteers to provide much needed social support in
addition to the existing services provided by healthcare
professionals. The support given by our volunteers is varied.
It might be: helping with paperwork, collecting pensions/
paying bills, shopping, collecting library books/prescriptions,
contacting other people on the client’s behalf, keeping
someone company, relieving a carer, being a confidant,
walking a dog/feeding the cat, linking with other services –
the list goes on and on. All our volunteers have undergone
intensive training and have had CRB
checks. We have just completed our
fifth training session and I now have 48
volunteers who are wonderful people,
all giving their time so happily to
support the work we do.
The project has attracted much
attention and is at present being
launched in three other areas, including
an inner city borough in London.
I have another two day training
session booked for the beginning of
July and I would be delighted to hear
from anyone who is interested in
becoming involved with CoCo. Please
do not hesitate to contact either me or
Angela Jones, Volunteer Co-ordinator
Mayfair Community Centre Tel.01694 722077
Dice Buchanan, CoCo/Maysi Co-ordinator
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Church Stretton and District Stroke Group

I

f you have suffered from a stroke or are close to someone
who has experienced a stroke, you may be interested in
joining the Church Stretton and District Stroke Group.
Our aims are to provide support, information and
companionship, with the assistance of professional caring
staff, in a relaxed and happy atmosphere.
Membership is also open to all relatives, partners and
people interested in furthering the objectives of the group.
New members are always most welcome.
Meetings are held on the second Thursday of every
month at 2.15pm in the Jubilee Room of the Mayfair
Community Centre. There is a varied programme which
includes visiting speakers, demonstrations and outings.
When funds allow, an annual holiday is organised in
Llandudno and we are now drawing up plans for a holiday
in late September this year.

To help to raise funds for this holiday, we are holding a
Jumble Sale in the Parish Centre on Saturday 28th May from
12.00 noon until 3.00pm. Entry will cost 50p and include
tea and coffee.
If you would like more information about the Group,
please ring Alma or Doreen at Mayfair Community Centre
on 01694 722077.

Quaker Voice

Catholic Voice

‘Simple, contemporary, radical’

ecently our papers and televisions
have been full of all sorts of disasters,
from floods, abductions, revolutions,
wars, and the more recent earthquakes in
Christchurch and Japan. On our television
screens we see people coping against the
odds, fighting to carry on and help their fellow human
beings in excruciating situations.
It seems a long way away from the quiet around us
here in Church Stretton, where the leaves are coming out,
and there are blossoms on the fruit trees with the daffodils
nodding their heads, and the grass and corn springing up. We
can all help these other troubled people by prayer and aid.
I heard people singing ‘The Rhythm of Life’, and thought
yes; life does have a powerful beat. Life can be many things in
many different situations from agonising, to difficult, awkward,
challenging, devastating and unfortunate, to wonderful, ecstatic
and joyful – to name but a few that encompass the whole
spectrum of human experience and everyday life.
But in the midst of all this we became grandparents
for the first time. When my son-in-law rang at 4.00am one
morning - I held my breath - they are both well. Tiredness
and exhaustion was in their voices. Later we saw the
overwhelming joy, awe, pride, love, exhaustion and happiness.
New life is wonderful: a brand new human being.
Spending time with a newborn is amazing: the newness to the
world, the sleepy yawns, and the contentment on being held.
As the grandparent, to sit and watch spellbound as the face
contorts in sleep, the testing of the arms and legs until the body
lies quiet in the cot. To hold this brand new person and feel
the body shake when someone drops a tray on the stone floor.
This baby is so precious, and vulnerable, another treasured
being to love and care for and another person to expand the
family. Great-Nanna wants a picture of the four generations.
We always knew she was a great Nan, now we have the visible
proof! The aunties, uncles, great uncles and aunties realise they
too are climbing higher in the hierarchy but send joy and best
wishes to the parents. We are grateful for this child and wonder
what the future holds. Amid all the horrors, on our news we
give thanks for the family and a new life.
The rhythm continues as the song says and puts a tingle
in your fingers and a tingle in your feet!
Celia Carson

‘Discover the Quaker way; simple,
contemporary, radical.’ It’s a good
advertising slogan. It is near enough
the truth to pass the test for the
advertising standards agency. It gives an
attractive image of a religious society. But ever since someone
published the poster there has been discussion about how far
it is true.
A Quaker meeting for worship is superficially very
simple, a group of people sitting round in silence. When
you go beyond that kind of stark description, the truth
is much more subtle and complex. If you are to try to
maintain a society which tries to put into practice ideas like
the ‘priesthood of all believers’ you tend to end up with a
complicated set of expectations, norms (and committee
structures!).
Take the word contemporary, it’s all very well to
be ‘of the moment’, but whose moment? For example,
the understanding of what constitutes contemporary
communication is very different if you are a teenager or a
techno phobic older person. Not far beneath the surface
of any Quakerly activity are assumptions that stem from
traditions that are far from contemporary and yet contain a
wisdom that is still valued.
How do you measure if a group is radical? In the
seventeenth century we can point to significant numbers
being imprisoned for the challenge their beliefs posed to the
established order. The challenge was to the regimes of both
Oliver Cromwell and King Charles. There are still Quakers
whose witness, particularly to the peace testimony, lands
them in jail, but their numbers are small. There are those
who would argue that this shows our faith has lost its edge;
we have become respectable rather than radical.
For all the discussion about how far the slogan is true,
whether we aspire to it, whether we actually want it to
be true; ‘simple, contemporary, radical’ still seems like a
description that is ‘fit for purpose’. (And ‘fit for purpose’ is a
respectable, traditional and complicated way of saying, ‘it’ll
do’.)
Lesley Richards
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Methodist Voice
'Born in song!
God’s people have always been singing’
hese are the first lines of a well
known Methodist hymn by Brian
Hoare and often sung at large
gatherings of Methodists such as Synod or Conference. It
has been said of Methodists that they sing their theology
and you have only to look at some of the wonderful Wesley
hymns to understand why.
In the early days of Methodist Local Preachers it was
considered bad practice not to include at least one of
Wesley’s hymns in the service; and there are so many to
choose from, some easier than others but all unique and all
have stood the test of time. It would be impossible for me to
have a favourite Wesley hymn but I never cease to be amazed
at how he manages to encompass tremendous concepts in
such a few words. How about the Christmas carol, ‘Let earth
and heaven combine’ who else could have written the lines
‘our God contracted to a span, incomprehensibly made man’!
Some years ago our family hosted a group of people from
Taize. We had to entertain them for a few hours until it was
time for their tour of London. We had requested French or
German speaking folk and along came a group of Italians.
We were all struggling with one another’s languages until one
of the young men pointed to the piano and indicated that he
would like to play. From that moment everything changed,
the time flew by and we had a wonderful afternoon. Music is
certainly a universal language and brings people together in
ways that never cease to amaze.
This year we are being presented with a new hymn book
entitled ‘Singing The Faith’. It is of course being greeted with
mixed feelings just as the last one was when it was published
in 1983.
As well as looking at the new hymns we are all checking
out which of the old favourites are missing! I was relieved to
see that ‘Love divine all loves excelling’ is still there!
For many Christians the hope for the future is that
we can work together more and more across the various
denominations. Our theology and routines may vary but
our music is surely one of the aspects of worship that we can
share and enjoy in whatever context.
Wouldn’t it be wonderful if one day we were all singing
from the same hymn-sheet!
Rev Hazel Ratcliffe

T

Joseph and his Ancestors
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National Trust Books Appeal

2010 was a record year for the sale of
books at the Chalet Pavilion in Carding Mill
Valley. The proceeds are all used locally and
we now have an excellent selection of games,
toys and various activities for children in the family room.
However, we always need books and are very grateful
for any you may have to spare. These can be left with the
Tearoom staff or can be collected (tel: 01694 723680). It is
nice to have books in good condition please. The Pavilion
is open every day now until the autumn half-term and we
have a constantly changing selection of books for you to
browse.
Janet Beaumont-Nesbitt

StRETTON FOCUS

Have you ever seen, or indeed taken part in, ‘Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat’? If so, have
you wondered how true the story is or what it was really
all about? Do you know much about Joseph’s father,
grandfather and great-grandfather? You can read their stories
for yourself if you want. They can all be found in Genesis,
the first book of the Bible.
Last month we told you how, at the Methodist Church,
we were beginning a series called E100. On Sunday, May
8th at 6.00pm in the Methodist Church hall we will be
continuing the series by discussing the significance of Joseph
and his ancestors. If you don’t know these stories it doesn’t
matter although some knowledge would probably help you
to join in. If you want further information please contact
Ann Cooke (723205), David Jandrell (724531) or Rev.
Hazel Ratcliffe (724923).

S

ingers throughout Shropshire are invited to join in the
largest choir ever assembled to sing the festival anthem
at the closing ceremony of the Shropshire Olympian
Festival on Sunday 19th June. This is an opportunity to be a
part of history – literally, as the event marks the celebration
of 1864 Shropshire Olympian Festival. This evolved from
the pioneering Olympian Games, started by William Penny
Brookes in nearby Much Wenlock, and went on to inspire
the Olympics we recognise today.
The choral programme was launched by Music Director
Mary Keith 12th April at The Gateway, Shrewsbury and
a CD and a written guide for rehearsal of the Anthem are
available from Mary (see below) or as a downloadable MP3
on www.shropshire1864.org.uk
We want organisers and individuals to attend of
whatever size choir and ability even informal choirs who
get together in someone’s front room. Singers don’t have to
be skilled and they don’t even have to read music. Mary’s
harmonies and arrangements for the anthem will allow
singers of all abilities to stretch themselves vocally.
Mary Keith said “Whatever your age or ability we would
like to hear from you. You may be part of an existing choir
or would like to join up with others just for this occasion.
We are aiming for over 1000 voices to produce the climax
of the last day of the Festival – Sunday June 19th- after the
Great Victorian Picnic, a period regatta, equestrian events,
entertainers, street theatre, a steam funfair and historic
Games”
A full open rehearsal will take place for everyone at
2pm on 15th May at Shrewsbury High School, Town Walls,
Shrewsbury.
The Shropshire Olympian Festival has won a
government Inspire Mark in recognition of its significance
to London 2012 and it is free to everyone through the
generous support of the Heritage Lottery Fund and the Arts
Council England. Shropshire Council is also working in
partnership with Shrewsbury Town Council, Shrewsbury
Carnival and BBC Radio Shropshire to deliver this historic
event. To find out more go onto www.shropshire1864.org or
contact Festival Music Director Mary Keith 0787 5637786
maryskeith@aol.com
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Come and Sing!
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Stretton & Shropshire
Cancer Care News
Meetings and events

9th May: Roger Wilson – A Cancer Patient Representative
in the NHS. Roger will tell the story of his journey from
being ‘just another patient’ to speaking out on behalf of
cancer patients in the NHS. 2.30pm at Mayfair
13th June: Evening meeting at 7.00pm with ‘bring and
share’ meal. Speaker is Peter Corfield, Chair of the Friends of
Ludlow Hospital. He will talk about the plans for developing
the new Ludlow Hospital and introducing a range of new
services for South Shropshire.
Research helps shape a new national strategy for cancer
The Government published its updated cancer plan in
January. This includes some important new research which
has helped influence the way the plan has been developed.
The International Cancer Benchmarking Study looked
at cancer survival trends in three common and one rarer
cancer - breast, colorectal, lung and ovary in patients
diagnosed in 1995 and 2007. England fared poorly in the
comparison. Australia, Canada and Sweden had the best
survival. But for breast cancer the gap in five year survival
between England and the best countries narrowed from
10.6% to 5.5%, a significant improvement. The impact of
breast cancer screening can be seen in these figures.
International Variations in Cancer Drug Use looked
at how England compared with 13 other countries in
prescribing new drugs in 12 cancers between April 2008 and
March 2009. Clinical practice will be reviewed in the light
of the Equality Act 2010 and particularly around removing
unjustified age discrimination in healthcare.
For further details contact Stretton & Shropshire Cancer
Care which is open to anyone in Shropshire affected by
cancer, whether as a patient, carer, or relative.
Roger Wilson: 722123; Robin Jukes-Hughes: 01743 718773

French-Speaking Group in
Church Stretton

A

T

ake a stroll down Beaumont Road and you will see
that there have been a few changes in the shops.
Burway Books, which spent 37 years at No 10, has
moved a few doors down to a smart, refurbished premises at
No 18 (once the Red Cross shop). You will find much more
space here to browse the thousands of books, maps, CDs
and DVDs.

Next door to Burway Books is Barbara’s Picture
Framing Gallery where you can get all your favourite prints,
paintings and photographs professionally framed.

May 2011
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t the beginning of this year a
group of francophiles began to
meet regularly at Housmans
wine bar in Church Stretton to practise
speaking French. The idea, under the
name of ‘French Café’, originated some
years ago in Ludlow and we thought that our cosmopolitan
town ought to have one as well. We are now sufficiently
well established to make it official. Alors, whether your
conversational style is ‘sauter du coq à l’âne’, or your
favourite subject be ‘tout et n’importe quoi’, do join us for a
drink and a friendly chat en français anytime between 5.007.00pm at Housmans on the following dates: May 17th,
June 14th and July 12th.There will be a break in August and
we will re-start in September.
Enthusiasts of all ages and proficiencies are welcome. It
Watch this space to see what’s happening at No 10
will be excellent practice for your GCSEs, A-levels or just
(the old Burway Books shop) …… it’s currently being
chatting up .....
refurbished and a new business will be opening up there
For information call Barbara Hall on 01694 724578.
soon.
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All Change in Beaumont Road
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Church Stretton Junior Badminton Club
Thanking all those volunteers helping on the night and
throughout the season, Alan paid particular thanks to Ann
Middleton, and other assistants, who have helped with the
coaching; and to Percy Tarbuck, who has been a patron, a
financial supporter, and president of the Junior Badminton
Club since its formation. Percy was a founding member of
the main Church Stretton Badminton Club in the 1930s.
One of the enthusiastic young players, Freddie van
Doesburg informed the gathering of an Open Church
Stretton Challenge Tournament he is organising as part of his
Young Officials Award certification. The event is to take place
on 21st May 2011 and is open to 12 to 15 year olds. Anyone
wishing to take part should contact Freddie on 722628.
Congratulations are also due to Toby and Oliver Lansdell,
and Freddie van Doesburg who have been extending their
skills as members of the Shropshire Junior County Club.
Many of the young players also chose Badminton as
their sporting or volunteering activity as part of the Duke of
Edinburgh Award Scheme.
The new Badminton season re-commences in September
and anyone wishing to play badminton at junior or senior
Some of the Club Members at the Finals with their awards level or wishes to take part in coaching sessions should
contact Alan Fox on 01694 723865; or Ann Middleton on
01694 724045.

Best Season Yet!

Church Stretton Junior Badminton Club has just
completed what is arguably their best season yet. Some 50
young people celebrated their achievements in badminton.
They have been progressing to various levels of achievement
following the Badminton England Award Scheme; and also
participating in competition.
The season culminated in the End of Season Badminton
Finals and the Presentation of Awards evening on 30th
March 2011 at Church Stretton Leisure Facilities.

SCRAPPIES
Volunteer Opportunities
COUNTER ASSISTANT
FABRIC MANAGER
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Speaking at the event, Alan Fox, who has been a volunteer
coach at the Club for 35 years said he is so proud of these young
people. “Their dedication, skill and ambitions are a credit to
them and their families. They have all reached their individual
skill development targets that have been set for them.”
Alan recalled at the event how he has always promoted a
contrary view to the thinking that ‘It is not winning, but taking
part that counts’. Alan promotes the concept that winning is
the best, but that it is good to learn from losing and to celebrate
the taking part. This ambition was clearly demonstrated in the
performances of these young people. Some fantastic games were
played with incredible enthusiasm, skill and sportsmanship.

May 2011

Award Winners and Runners-Up
L to R back: Freddie van Doesburg – runner-up Boys
14+ and Player of the Year; Toby Lansdell – winner Boys
14+; Oliver Lansdell – runner-up Boys under 14; Annabel
Rehana – runner-up Girls 14+; Amy Mitchell – winner
Girls 14+; Megan Cole – winner - Junior Girls; Emily
van Doesburg – runner-up Girls under 14; Molly Wright
– runner-up - Junior Girls; Rebecca Arkwright – winner –
Sportsperson; Francesca Johnson – winner Girls under 14.
L to R front: Lauren Mitchell – winner – Most Improved:
Megan Underhill – winner – Commitment; Oliver Hughes
– winner – Junior Boys; Joseph Pepper – winner –
Commitment; Richard Parsons – winner Boys under 14.

Scrappies is a scrapstore, based at Lutwyche Road, Church
Stretton, which accepts and collects clean, safe, surplus
products from factories, shops, homes and businesses.
This is then sorted and is available to buy for craft and
other projects by Scrappies members. More information is
available on our website www.scrappies.org
Scrappies relies heavily on its team of volunteers and
two volunteer opportunities have arisen for a counter
assistant, to help out on the counter, and a fabric manager
to assist with managing the large supplies of material
maintained by the store.
The counter assistant would be responsible for assisting
with purchases made from Scrappies, measuring material and
operating the till. The counter assistant also takes bookings for
workshops, hires out equipment and processes applications for
new and renewal membership made in the store.
The fabric manager would be responsible for managing
the large amounts of material donated to Scrappies, by storing
and displaying it appropriately, keeping the material area tidy
and assisting members with particular requests for material.
Both these posts are available for as much or as little
time you have to spare, although the counter assistant is
only required during the times that Scrappies is open to the
public (Wednesday, 11am – 7pm; Thursday, 10am – 4pm;
Saturday, 10am – 2pm). Travelling costs, within reason,
would be payable.
If you are interested then call 01694 722511 or call
into the store during opening hours.
Registered Charity Number 1053752
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The Great Bank Holiday Disaster

StRETTON FOCUS May 2011

T

he outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease in February
2001 resulted in the closure of all rights of way and open
spaces in the countryside. A farmer who had infected
cattle in Dorrington ran sheep on the north end of the Long
Mynd, which meant that it became an ‘infected place’. Those
sheep were culled in April. Blood samples proved the flock to be
disease free but the status of ‘infected place’ remained.
These events had a dramatic effect on the rural economy.
Church Stretton’s markets including a Tuesday Flea Market
were badly affected. Bed and Breakfast establishments were
having bookings cancelled and day trippers were not visiting,
particularly as a sign on the A49 stated that we were an
infected area. Church Stretton Town however was not. The
Town Council posted an ‘Open for Business’ message on
their website saying that the town was not a restricted area,
asking residents to shop locally and inviting visitors to the
town to support our shops. The National Trust Tea Room in
Carding Mill Valley alone lost over £20,000 which did not
include lack of car parking revenue.
Outbreaks of Foot and Mouth Disease were being reported
on a regular basis, but the Government announced it was going
to open up the countryside in time for the May Bank Holidays. A
meeting was held at the Long Mynd Hotel to discuss the opening
of the Long Mynd, Carding Mill Valley and Rectory Wood and
Field. Those present included a Government Press Officer, the
County Vet, Chairman of the Commoners, an independent
farmer and representatives from MAFF, the National Trust, the
Army, County Council, Town Council, the press and regional
T.V. Members of the public were allowed to observe.
The County Council was not prepared to disregard the
rules put in place by Government at the outbreak of the
disease; a mandatory risk assessment could not be completed
in time, therefore the Long Mynd could not be opened for
the May Bank Holiday.
This left the Government press officer and the media
with a non-story. Before leaving the Hotel some of us
overheard phrases such as “how do we get round this one”
and “what about the 11th hour solution over sandwiches”
which would allow the Long Mynd to be declared open.
Despite the apparent impasse with the County Council,
later that afternoon the news went out through the press and
TV that the Long Mynd would be open for the first Bank
Holiday in May. At this point neither the County Council
nor the National Trust knew of any ‘11th hour solution’.
As a consequence County Council countryside services
were diverted from other essential works in an attempt
to construct an electric fence, separating the north of the

RSPB Events

The Royal Society for the Protection
of Birds, Craven Arms branch of the
RSPB has a programme of talks and walks
throughout 2011. Events are 50p to Local
Group Members and £2 to non-members.
Coming up:
21 May – Wildlife walk at Dudmaston (NT)
Morning walk. 10.00am Meet at NT car park (Grid
reference: SO 760 892)
Leader: Carol Wood 01746-764310
Evening meetings recommence on 14 September
For further information visit our website
www.rspbsouthshropshire.co.ukP
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Mynd from the south. It went
along Burway Road towards
Ratlinghope and across the
Portway to Highpark. The fence
was about 7 kilometres long.
Initially the plan was to power the whole length with chargers
and batteries Not only did they not hold their charge as the
surrounding vegetation caused them to keep shorting out,
but the units managed to unaccountably disappear on a
regular basis enabling stock to breach the fence. Despite the
aid of the National Trust, the Army and local land owners,
it could not be made stockproof in time for the May Bank
Holiday. A permanent fence was eventually constructed,
not by locals, but by contractors from outside the county
including, it was rumoured, some from Scotland. The cost of
this fence was well over £45,000.
On the 11th May, Carding Mill Valley was conditionally
re-opened. Whilst the Valley road was open, the open
spaces were not; even sitting on the grass verges was not
permissible. The National Trust turned away thousands of
people and the Town Council received letters from angry
visitors who blamed them for giving out misinformation.
On 25th June all rights of way were re-opened unless on
infected land.
Shropshire County Council published their report on the
F and M crisis and called this episode a public relations disaster.
They made 39 recommendations to Government which they
hoped would influence the handling of any future crisis.
Ten years on I am reminded of the economic and social
disaster that resulted from the outbreak of F and M. disease.
Herds built up over generations were lost overnight. Some
farmers, unable to carry on, took their own lives. Rural
businesses closed down. Was the outbreak badly handled?
Undoubtedly. Many farmers lost millions, some farmers and
contractors made millions. Have we learnt any lessons? Will
we handle things differently if there is a next time? Will the
government of the day accept recommendations offered, or
ignore them? Advice from senior vets involved in the 1967
outbreak was disregarded in 2001.
A BBC News Review broadcast on December 28th 2001
said “the Foot and Mouth outbreak of 2001 proved a classic
example of how to turn a crisis into a fully fledged disaster”.
The epidemic cost up to £8 billion. Up to 10 million
healthy animals were slaughtered. 3,000 small farmers gave up
all together. MAFF was perceived to have failed to handle the
outbreak adequately. Its name changed to DEFRA in June 2001
Lesley McIntyre

WI Grand Dinner
Rushbury and Cardington WI are holding
a Grand Dinner at Rushbury Village Hall
on Saturday 21st May at 7.00pm for
7.30pm. A licensed bar will be available.
Talented Harpist Eleri Lloyd will provide music for this
special function.
Tickets: £12.50 may be obtained from John Thomas Sandford Avenue, Burway Books - Beaumont Road, Pam
Hartley – : 723819 or Wendy Todd – 771868
Proceeds to Hope House Hospice and WI Funds
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Stroke Victim Treks Costa Rica for Stroke Association

T

hree years ago 49 year
old Church Stretton
resident Hilary Banks
lay partially paralysed in
Northampton General Hospital
having suffered a sudden major stroke – and yet in just a
few months will be tackling the biggest challenge of her life,
trekking for 10 days in the mountainous rainforest of Costa
Rica! Her aim is to raise a huge amount of money for the
Stroke Association to assist them in their research and support
of people who have been through the trauma of a stroke.
Says Hilary, “I consider myself to be really fortunate
to have made an almost complete recovery, being left with
just a slight weakness in my left leg and occasional speech
difficulties. It was a tough time for a couple of years with
lots of physiotherapy and speech therapy, but I got terrific
support from the Stroke Association, particularly in dealing
with the emotional after effects of the stroke. I lost my job,
which I really loved, as my memory has been affected through
brain injury, and also needed to move house, both of which

were major life changes; the Association helped me in many
practical ways throughout. I now have the opportunity to
‘repay’ them whilst setting myself a huge personal challenge.”
Just £20 keeps the Stroke helpline open for one
hour, and £500 could provide specialist speech and
language training to enable staff to support people with
communication difficulties on their road to recovery. This
is an area of work that means a great deal to Hilary as her
speech problems were the most frustrating part of the after
effects. “Lots of people assumed I was stupid!” she says.
Hilary will be a regular fixture on the Stretton Hills and
Long Mynd as she gets into a tough training regime over
the next few months – trekking 8 to 10 hours a day through
rainforest will be hard going for even the fittest person, and
as Hilary admits, she is “not exactly fit at the moment!”
If you would like to support Hilary in her challenge, please
contact her on 01694 722926 or sponsor her directly by logging
on to her website at www.justgiving.com/hilary-banks and
making a donation. Don’t forget that if you are a taxpayer you
can ‘Gift Aid’ which adds even more funds to the Association.

Community/Family Day Out

The Strettons Civic Society

Join us in a visit to the Black Country Living
Museum on Sunday 15th May 2011

L

Church Stretton School

This summer we are
hoping to start a fishing club
for our pupils. The problem
is that we do not have any
equipment or funding to buy
it. If you have any equipment that you no longer require
it will be very much appreciated. Please ring 01694
722209 and ask for Lynne Latham.

Christian Aid
Week
15th – 21st May: “Help people in poverty out of poverty”
This year we focus on La Paz del Tuma, Nicaragua. The
farming community lives in hope of building a new, safe
school for all their children: the present one has been used
to store chemicals.
Please let us once again give generously. Last year’s £3,545
is the target we hope to beat. Offers of help with the houseto-house collection to Sheila Smith please, 722064.
Thank you.

StRETTON FOCUS
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Fishing Club
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ynne Latham, Extended Schools Officer at Church
Stretton School, is arranging a series of Arts/History
based community/family coach trips which are
sponsored by the Extended Services Project and the Local
Joint Committee. The first took place just before Christmas
and was to the Lowry exhibition in Salford. The next is
to the Black Country Museum on Sunday 15th May. The
purpose of the project is to bring together families in a
spiritual, social, educational and cultural experience and to
develop links between the school and the community.
Says Lynne, “We hope to encourage family interest in
the arts, science and history and raise cultural awareness. All
members of the community will be invited to attend but
the emphasis will be placed on people who do not normally
participate in cultural events.
“Visitors are transported back in time from the modern
exhibition halls to the canal-side village, where costumed
demonstrators and working craftsmen bring the buildings
to life with their local knowledge, practical skills and unique
Black Country humour. This will be a whole day trip and
we would like to encourage all members of the community
to attend. The transport will leave from Church Stretton
School. The trip will be subsidised by the Extended Services
project and the Local Joint Committee.”
All you need to pay for is cost of entry, which is at a
reduced group rate:
Adults: £11
Seniors: £8.80
Young People: £6.75
For further information or to book your place please ring
Lynne Latham at Church Stretton School on 01694 722209.

The Strettons Civic Society will hold its AGM at
7.30pm on Tuesday 24th May 2011 in the Silvester Horne
Institute. It will be followed by an illustrated talk by the
Mayor, Cllr Bob Welch on the achievements and objectives
of the Town Council over the last two years, and he will
open up a discussion on the priorities and objectives for the
next two years.
The evening is open to all, members and non-members,
and tea and coffee will be served.
John Sumner
Chairman, Strettons Civic Society
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Wool Day 2011
Church Stretton Parish Centre 20th August 2011

T

he picture opposite shows the sheep sale formerly
held each autumn in the middle of Church Stretton,
sheep at the heart of our community, the town a real
country market town. When that site was built on (King’s
Court) the sale moved to fields in Little Stretton. There in
1998 I bought my first sheep; a pen of 20 Welsh ewes, on
impulse, and so became a sheep farmer. What a revelation,
what joy – but I could see after that first year just how
precarious the economics are. You only have to know that
stocking density is around 2-3 sheep per acre, 1-2 on hill
land, and it is obvious. But the wonder when they were first
shorn, copious armsful of soft springy wool (around 3lbs per
sheep); such a miracle of nature, such abundance.
Some years ago someone said to me ‘think global, act
local’. I do! Wool Day seeks to help rebuild that connection
between town and country locally, whilst participating in the
Campaign for Wool which is national and international. Wool
is produced world-wide and gives rise to many fascinating
traditions in textiles. We can share in this celebration.
Talks will be on the Shropshire Hills Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, and the importance of sheep

farming within it, as well as on the Campaign for Wool,
more agricultural history, varied wool textile uses, and there
will be demonstrations and displays about wool. It’s global!
It’s local! Share your ideas and experiences. Come and enjoy!
Thelma Thompson 01694 722821
Sheep producer
Wool day promoter and organiser

Choral Concert by
The Oakland Girls Choir

Church Stretton Amateur
Theatre Production

Friday 24th June in St Laurence’s Church at 7.30pm

‘SPYGAME’ – the May production.

C
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This exciting young choir was established in 2005 to
hurch Stretton’s Amateur Drama
provide an opportunity for girls of all ethnic and socioGroup (the Dorrington Players)
economic backgrounds to experience the joy of singing in
continue with their regular spring
community through a comprehensive choral training program. and autumn productions at the Silvester
Horne Institute with Bettine Manktelow’s
‘Spygame’ on 19th, 20th and 21st May. A
comedy thriller with surprises similar in
style to ‘Curtain Up On Murder’ by the same author, which
the DPs did in November 2007, ‘Spygame’ is an interesting
spoof on the absurdities behind ‘reality TV’ programmes,
but this one has a sting in its tail. The relationships between
the cast of Adrian Bayling, Andrew Chapman, Susan
Roberts, Helen Townend, Mary Stephenson, Peter Thorpe,
and Pauline Greenhough develop in a series of often
humorous but ever more bewildering directions until the
denouement on the final page, where it transpires one of
The Oakland Girls Choir
the characters has actually been telling the awful truth – but
Directed by Kathryn Barnard, a highly skilled musician which one?
with wide experience, The Oakland Girls Choir believes
The play is directed by Jim Rossell, who has been
that music is a vital part of education and is dedicated to
directing the DPs since the 1960s, and Jim says that this
providing youth with exceptional training in choral music.
will be his last production. The society owes him and his
The Choir develops musical skill and literacy through a
wife Betty much thanks for their enormous contributions
repertoire of art music spanning the Ninth Century to the
on stage and off for over 40 years, in which Jim has averaged
present day. The Choir also cultivates an appreciation of
about one production a year as director, and well over
diverse cultures through selections of folk music. Their
one production a year when his performances on stage are
repertoire, both sacred and secular, includes a wide range of included.
unison to multi-part arrangements.
Tickets will be available on the door at £6 (U16s
Based in the Oakland neighbourhood of Pittsburgh, these
half price), but with frequent full houses in recent years
choristers develop the values of discipline, poise, and dedication especially on Fridays and Saturdays, buying tickets in
in creating art while encountering the beauty and power of
advance is advisable. They (£5/£2-50) will be on sale
choral music. Audiences are amazed and delighted by the Choir’s from Burway Books and John R Thomas in May for the
warm, round timbre, clear diction, and precise intonation.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday evening performances, 19th
This is an opportunity to be inspired by the beautiful
– 21st May. Curtain up at 7.30pm.
singing of these young choristers, and one not to be missed!
Admission will be free, with a retiring collection.
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38 Rotary Club News
Rotary Club Open Evening

On 11th May the Rotary Club of Church Stretton
will be holding an Open Evening at the Longmynd Hotel
starting at 7.00pm. Bill Ross, this year’s Club President,
says “The Club is well known in the area for its fundraising
activities for local good causes such as organizing the annual
Tree of Light and Carol singing on Christmas Eve, but
probably people don’t realize that we offer school leavers
practice interviews at the end of their secondary school years
or organize holidays for senior citizens who otherwise might
not get away. Internationally Rotary is at the forefront of the
battle to eradicate Polio and through initiatives like Shelter
box offers emergency aid after events like the earthquake in
Haiti. Our social programme ensures that we enjoy ourselves
whilst helping others. So, if you would like to find out more
about what we do and who we are, come along on the 11th
May and see if joining the Club might appeal to you”
To reserve a place call Len Bolton on 01694 724579, the
cost of the meal is £14 and more information about Rotary
can be found at www.rotaryclubofchurchstretton.co.uk

Blackpool holidays 2011

We are again organizing a holiday in Blackpool for local
senior citizens who might otherwise not be able to enjoy
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Christchurch Appeal

Stroke Awareness Day in Church Stretton

Just a reminder that Church Stretton Rotary Club and the
Stroke Association will be organising a Stroke Awareness Day
on Saturday 7th May, from 10.00am to 4.00pm. There will
be a stall in the Market Square and medical professionals will
be on hand at St Laurence’s Parish Centre to carry out checks.

Fundraising for New Zealand Earthquake Meeting,
Monday 27th June 7.30pm CS School

Many members of our friendly community have, like
myself, relatives and friends living in New Zealand and
have visited and enjoyed the hospitality and scenery of this
beautiful country on many occasions. After the second
earthquake this year, I raised some money amongst friends
at an open afternoon in my home and donated this through

B

a summer break. This year’s holiday will
be a little later than previously to ensure
that all the traditional entertainment and
attractions will be in full swing and the
weather will be warm and dry. Departing
from Church Stretton on Thursday 4th
August and returning on Thursday 11th
August: accommodation has been arranged
at three new hotels - The Shazron, The Trianon or The Pine
Lodge. The cost of the holiday will be £157 per person with
a single supplement of £25.
Leo Williams, who is organizing this year’s trip, says
“As usual we expect places to be booked quickly but, if you
haven’t been before, give it a try!”
Anybody wishing to find out more or receive an
application form should contact Leo Williams on 01694
723659.

the Red Cross, to reach those in need in Christchurch.
After discussing on Skype last month, the current situation
with my son Kevin Alexander, I decided to contact many
Strettonian friends who also had NZ connections, suggesting
we could perhaps, as a community over a 12 month period
of time, have fund raising events, and collectively send the
money either through the Red Cross or other individual
means, to reach the needy in Christchurch.
My contacts were enthusiastic and so in time, I also
reached out to other individuals including town retailers, the
school and the council who ALL agreed with my suggestion
that we should arrange an open meeting for the community
to discuss the pros and cons of the initial idea.
No firm commitments need to be made at this point in
time – just come along to the open meeting.
According to the NZ government, they have in hand 11
billion dollars but need to raise 22 billion in total to rebuild
Christchurch.
Further information is available from Brenda Alexander
01694 722759 or email: carenotcustody.bren@tiscali.co.uk

Arts Festival News

uy your tickets now! As the May issue of Focus
goes to press we have already sold 30% of the
tickets for the last night of this year’s Festival,
as well as a considerable number of tickets for other
events including The Temperance Seven and Ann
Widdecombe. So if you don’t want to be disappointed,
book as soon as you can.
Brochures are widely available around the town, and details of events are also
on our user-friendly website www.strettonfestival.org.uk if you prefer an electronic
version. You can buy tickets at the Visitor Information Centre in Church Street,
from John Thomas Florist or from Gloria Carter (724106).
Details of all the free concerts will be in the July issue of Focus.
Roger Stokes
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The Temperance 7 - selling fast!
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Great Scientific Mysteries

S

cientists all seem to
agree that the Earth
was built by dust
joining together during the
collapse of a great cloud
of gas and dust about 4.5
billion years ago. There
is only one tiny problem
with this neat little theory,
and that is that it does
not work. I am sure that
this theory must rhyme
with reality in some way
or other. I do not think that the Earth was built by sudden
magic, do you? Many people believe that God created the
Earth. If you believe that God created the Earth by waving a
magic wand and then, ‘poof!’, there the Earth was, then you
would have to deny the confusing things that seem to show
us that the Earth is about 4.5 billion years old, and that she
built up gradually. In other words, if God created Earth by
sudden magic He would have to have done so by deliberately
authoring lots of false evidence that is now deeply confusing
to us. This would seem very unlikely.
The science text books tell us to expect tiny dust
particles within the collapsing cloud, and that this dust starts
sticking together by electrostatic attraction. Scientists have
worked out that blobs of dust up to about one centimetre in
diameter might hold together by this force. Later on, with
this standard explanation of planet building, the scientists
describe how baby planets, at the very least one kilometre in
diameter, might start bashing into each other and forming
our planets. The reason scientists pick on one kilometre
as the minimum size to use in this description of planet
formation is that this one kilometre diameter baby planet
is the very smallest object that could believably hold itself
together, using the well-known force of gravity.
Scientists find no way to explain how blobs of dust one
centimetre in diameter can form into much larger baby

Primary School News

G

planets of one kilometre in diameter. They used to think that
there might be a ‘magic fairy’ force that they know nothing
about that explains this formation of planets. The ‘magic’
force would be something that lay in between gravity and
electrostatic attraction, in power and distance of action. I
think that in the meantime most sensible scientists have
given up believing in fairies and their magic forces.
I will quote from the article in Wikipedia on the subject
of the ‘Nebular Hypothesis’ “The formation of planetesimals
(what I call here baby planets) is the biggest unsolved
problem in the Nebular Disk Model. How 1cm-sized
particles coalesce into 1km planetesimals is a mystery.”
I will also mention another article from Wikipedia
entitled ‘Formation and evolution of the Solar System’.
This ‘evolution’ article is hypnotic in that it glosses over the
above-mentioned mystery problem, and makes it seem as if
the ‘magic fairy’ force was real, without actually mentioning
any ‘magic fairy’ forces at all. The effect of this is that if
one only read the evolution article, and not the serious one
on the Nebular Hypothesis, one would entirely miss the
serious academic, scientific, point about the mystery. One
might then be left hypnotised into thinking that science
can explain the presence of Earth, even though it certainly
can not. Maybe animals evolve, but planets can not evolve.
Planets are not favoured by any kind of natural selection
process. The origins of planets have to be described by
science using the pure logic of physics. Real scientists, as
opposed to hypnotists with strange unscientific agendas, may
not wink at ‘magic fairies’, or any other such hypnotic and
superstitious mumbo jumbo.
I do have a rational physics explanation for the presence
of planets in orbit around stars. If I did not have this rational
explanation for planets I would not dream of leaving readers
in the unfortunate position of not accounting for their own
reality. However, at present, I find nobody who is willing to
admit that we even need to explain anything. Everybody seems
to go off dreaming either of ‘magic fairies’ or a clumsy Creator.
Ben Campbell-Biezanek
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term,and as they approached the end of
this topic we held a VE celebration party.
All the children dressed in 1940s clothing
making the party look very authentic.
Our annual Easter Egg hunt took
place again in
Cardingmill Valley – it is always a
very enjoyable and fun event for the
children who scoured the hillsides
for hidden chocolate. A big thank
you to the Friends of St Lawrence
for running the event and providing
refreshments (including some very
good cakes indeed!).
We would also like to thank our
children who raised £496 for Comic
Relief by holding a non-uniform
day and a bake sale. Well done to all
involved, especially to some of the
children who managed to keep up a sponsored silence for the
entire day!
Zoe Keeling

May 2011

reat news for our Under 11 football team who again won
the West Mercia Police Tournament at Ludlow Football
Club. We also have some upcoming events - our Under
11 girls have qualified for the County Football semi-final to be
played at Shrewsbury School,and the Under 11 boys’ hockey
team will be playing at Cannock for
the National Championships. We
wish them lots of luck.
Our Year 5s went on an outdoor
education adventure at the Pioneer
Centre, which included challenges
such as climbing walls, abseiling
and a search and rescue mission.
The children had a fantastic time –
aided by the fabulous weather! The
Year 6s also spent an action-packed
five days at Arthog. The physical
activities really helped them to
develop their team and leadership
skills as well as soaking them with freezing water on the gorge
walking and testing them on the trial quests!
Classes 4, 5 and 6 have been studying World War 2 this
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Number 1. The planet Earth is observed to be present
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More Singers Concert Supports Pazapa

U

NA Pazapa - Strettons
Community Partnership are
profoundly grateful that the
More Singers are dedicating their
summer concert this year to our Haiti
charity on behalf of a very special school
in the city of Jacmel in the south east of
Haiti. The concert will take place on Saturday 18th June
at Concord College and promises to be a special occasion.
More information will be given next month.
The school and medical facility has been adopted
by the local branch of UNA in partnership with the
communities of the Strettons. We are helping to re-equip
the new building after its total destruction in the
earthquake of 12th January 2010. Against all the tragic
circumstances that have afflicted the Haitian people over
centuries to the present, they are rebuilding their lives,
progress is slowly happening in the restoration of homes
and infrastructure, and their spirit is extraordinary.
Marika, the Director of Pazapa says: “I thank you so

much for offering to help PAZAPA in these
trying times. It is the only Centre available
in the South East region for the disabled.
The hope for young disabled children is a
huge issue in Haiti. There is very little hope
for them because of their disability. Regardless of their specific
disabilities, physical, mental, emotional, they are all categorized
as mentally challenged. Part of PAZAPA’s mission is to change
this culture and to integrate the children into society by offering
vocational training, appropriate to their disability so that they
can become independent, financially able to support themselves,
and their family. PAZAPA’s focus for the next 2 years is to
build a new facility that will best meet the children’s needs
and disabilities; add a rehabilitation Centre that will serve all,
including those who were disabled in the earthquake”.
They will make a video this summer with the new battery
equipment we were able to fund. There is a short video already
on their website: www.pazapa.org Do please look at the
website as it gives such a lot information about the project.
Noel Beattie

Stretton Event on World Nordic Walking Day

T

o celebrate World Nordic Walking Day, a
special event will be held in Church Stretton
on Sunday 22nd May, forming part of a series
of free events being held all over the UK and across the
world. Fully qualified professional Nordic Walking
Instructors will be on hand, with all the equipment
you need, to help you get a taste of one of the fastest
growing outdoor health and fitness activities.
Nordic Walking uses specially designed poles to
enhance your natural walking experience, and has its
roots in cross country skiing. It is a great way to have
fun while shaping up and improving your general
fitness. Nordic walking is totally different to walking
with trekking poles. It helps you to walk more miles
and climb hills more easily, despite it feeling like

Thank You
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RNLI

erek Whatmore was a
very good compere at our
Tea Dance on 31st March
and we thank him and John Butter for organising the
event and for enabling us to raise £332 for the RNLI.
We were delighted to welcome 56 people. Nearly all
of them danced at some time; some of them even
took to the floor for most of the afternoon. Thank
you all for joining us and for supporting the RNLI
and for your appreciative comments on the tea
provided by the Committee: a Ritz tea, someone said.
Richard Turner Jones, Branch Secretary

Songs of Praise

Churches Together are holding a
Songs of Praise on Rectory Field
on Sunday 12th June (the day after
the SummerFest) from 5.00pm5.45pm with brass band and seats
provided, followed by refreshments. All requests of
hymns (hopefully reasonably well known!) to Rev
Richard Hill on 722585, with reason for choosing.
All welcome even if just to listen.
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less effort, and you
actually burn 46 per
cent more calories
than walking on its
own.
To join in with
this free event and
to get yourself on
track to learning a
new, fun and exciting way to enjoy the beautiful Stretton
countryside contact Adrianna@eatonmanor.co.uk or go to
www.eatonmanornordicwalking.com. Details also available
from James at The Outdoor Depot in Church Stretton. Call
01694 724293 to book your place. Places are limited, so sign
up in advance to avoid disappointment.

Flicks in the Sticks
Church Stretton

‘Up In The Air’ Monday 9th May (15)
George Clooney is Ryan Bingham, a corporate
downsizing expert whose cherished life on the road is
threatened, just as he is on the cusp of reaching 10 million
Frequent Flyer miles and after he’s met the frequenttraveller woman of his dreams.
Church Stretton School. Tickets £4.00, £2.00 and
doors open at 7.00pm for a 7.30pm showing. Most
comfortable seats in Shropshire, refreshments before
and half way through the showing, and easy car parking.
Enquiries to 01694 724330.

Hope Bowdler

‘The King’s Speech’ Wednesday 11th May (12A)
Hugely successful film starring Colin Firth as the late
King George 6th.
Hope Bowdler Village Hall at 7.30pm.Tickets £4 and
£2 and homemade cakes in the interval.
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Occasional Advertisements
Country Home Management

FRESH AIR LAWNS

Help for the Harassed!

Church Stretton, family-run,
non-franchised business
Professional organic lawn treatments
and mowing
01694 723008 / 0845 6027456
richshep@live.com
www.freshairlawns.co.uk

ONE CONTACT – MONTHLY INVOICE INSURANCE

FED UP WITH THE OLD DECOR? STOP!!!!

S M PLASTERING

CLEANING
LAUNDRY
GARDEN
ERRANDS
HANDYMAN
HOUSE/PET-SITTING
Tel 07817 112915 or

Look no further. No job too big or small
Ring Bournes now for a quote
and general guidance
on 01743 467216 or 07786 393538

01588 660513

All Aspects Undertaken
Internal and External

Sam Mileham

Tel: 01743 271235 Mob: 07870 727731

THE KITCHEN FACELIFT COMPANY
Transform your kitchen with
new doors and worktops
Call Martin for a FREE quotation on 722414

Full range of beauty and
holistic treatments

My Shining Star

10% Off all Facials in May

Energy Performance Certificates
EPCs £45 No Hidden Extras
Contact Rita Riley-Walsh
01694 245002 or 07811 282629 www.my-shining-star.co.uk

By Appointment
07976 690972
Timber House, Sandford Ave, Church Stretton

Guidelines for Contributors

•
•
•

NOT ‘Focus article’).
Don’t put a load of formatting
in your article (eg tables). These
will only be removed by the
editorial team in order to fit into
the Focus house-style.
Send photographs as JPEGs and please ensure that these
are reasonable quality if possible (ie at least 1.5MB)
Do not embed photos as part of the text. Always send
these as separate items.
If your item has been ‘designed’ as a poster, it would be
preferable to send us the basic text separately. It is not
always easy to extract the text from JPEGs or PDFs and
having separate text might make the difference to your
item being included in Focus or not.
Focus Editorial Team

Trivia Answers

1. Cheviot Hills
2. Waterfall (Cataract)
3. Cardiff
4. King's Cross
5.Wells
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Submitting your article
There are two ways to send in your contributions
• Electronically – email the article (either as part of your
email, or preferably as a separate attachment) to editor@
strettonfocus.org.uk
• Hard Copy – deliver your article – (by hand or post) to
Wright’s Estate Agency in Church Stretton
Guidelines for Contributors sending articles by e-mail
• Keep to the copy deadline as things that come late will
of necessity have less attention from us. Space is always
at a premium so please don’t rely on the fact that we’ve
managed to ‘squeeze items in’ in the past.
• Only send us a final version – it is very difficult when we
get multiple requests for us to amend things that you have
previously sent in, and we are quite likely to get it wrong.
• As a guide, articles should be about 600 words long. This
is especially important if photographs are to be included.
• Give the email that you send to the editorial team, a
relevant title (ie one that corresponds to the subject
of your article). This will enable us to identify it from
other Focus emails, if we need to go back to it. On
your computer ‘Focus Article’ may be a helpful title.
However, if we have an inbox full of emails all entitled
‘Focus Article’ it is not easy for us to find a specific item!
• Save your file (preferably a Word file but text – TXT
– would suffice) with the same title as the article itself –
(and then use this as the title of your email message (ie
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